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About This Game

Rebuild Athens from the ashes of its destruction and secure the help of the Heroes of Olympus as you battle an evil god!
Through addictive match three-gameplay and compelling city building interludes, you will gather gold, meet the needs of a

ravaged population, and search for legendary lockets that will allow you to summon the gods and appeal to them for help. Two
years in the making, Heroes of Hellas 3 is both a spectacular epic and a highly accessible casual game. Are you ready to meet

the gods?
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Total Disaster.

Havent been able to play a single hand online or offline.

The game always freezes when it's my turn both online and offline.

The only way to leave the table is to close the game because the YES button doesnt work.

Jesus Christ I can finally "call" for once now without freezing after reinstall, but then it freezes again

Did you devs play this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yourselves before release?. It's decent, but there are a lot of
times where enemies get stuck at the rocks, and you can't kill all of them. They need to fix it. Also the english in some of these
parts of flawed a lot. It's pretty "meh," or neutral mainly. Get it on a deal, then it'll be pretty good for price.. I want a refund.
Feels 2 real. I didn't think I'd play it nearly as much as I already have in the few days since buying it. Feel like ima pong pro
now, mlg ping pong plz. Smoke pong err VR. Zeboyd Games (of Cthulhu Saves the World and Breath of Death VII and Molly
the Were-Zompire fame) have done it again.

Penny Arcade is a web-comic that follows Tycho and Gabe through various scenarios. And they've been put into a game where
Tycho is trying to end the universe before anyone else gets the opportunity.

Now, I haven't played the first two games but I don't feel that missing out on them is too big a worry for these, they're still
highly enjoyable. It's an RPG, turn based combat. There's a load of classes atop the main class for each character. Tycho's a
scholar, Moira's a Gumshoe, Jim is a Necromaster and Gabe is... well, Gabe (I forgot what his class is).

The story is humorous, the same humor that you get from Cthulhu Saves the World only not as meta (until the fourth one but
that's another game review).

If you've played any old school RPG like Final Fantasy before it went 3D, or anything along similar lines, I recommend this to
you.
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Repetitive, forces you to replay levels in order to get collectibles to continue playing, and clunky at times. Wouldn't
recommend.. Great potential, but:

- enemy overlap sometimes makes targeting difficult; this art style does not allow for so many overlapping enemies on a single
lane - the sprites hit boxes are too large
- lane switching is way too fiddly; I don't want to have to waste an attack in order to then "bubble-sort" my heroes; why is it not
possible to switch lane outside of attack animations?
- the drag-n-drop lane switching is unnecessarily convoluted; one-click lane switching would have been way more convenient
[not actually true, see edit below]
- I can't for the life of me figure out how to switch lanes when a hero is not in an attack animation; it might not even be possible,
which makes dealing with some randomly teleporting enemies a total gamble
- the music is repetitive and uninspired; I get that the overall satire, but there's really not need to vex me with that stupid flute
and same-y trumpet

*DEFINITELY* not worth the $20 asking price, but it could have been and that's a damn shame.

========== REVIEW UPDATE ==========

A couple of super helpful people have pointed out a few things, which calls for an update of this review. Here goes:

I previously implied that lane switching could only be done through drag-n-drop; this is not true, lane switching can apparently
also be done by scrolling with the mousewheel, which is significantly better than drag-n-drop, I imagine.

Concerning lane switching being impossible outside of attack animations, I should clarify: I understand that it's intentional, I just
don't think that it works well. I imagine this would have been experimented with at prototype phase and isn't an oversight. It's
not that I can't fight with this mechanic in place, but when the thing you have to do is match your attacks to armor values there
emerge many situations where I have to waste attacks and this completely breaks my flow. Maybe I'm jut that bad at puzzles,
but I don't think so, it's not that complex a mechanic, it's just... annoying for me.

I have NOT played two hundred hours of this game. I have played a total of maybe five-ish hours.

I still don't think $20 is a fair price for this game.. gameplay graphic bad and boring. Great game! playable with keyboard but
better with controller. Hours and hours of fun here.. Made that red haired girl fall into a pit of zombies 10/10. Bad graphics,
unresponsive controls and a general lack of direction make this game one to avoid.

Did not enjoy anything about it

New title released - Rescue Team 5!:
Hi everybody,

we are pleased to announve that we have just released Rescue Team 5! Hurry up to purchase it with 30% launch discount!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/416320

Trading cards are available!

Enjoy your play!. Halloween discounts arrived!:
Hi everybody,

You have got a chance to save 75% today and 3 days later as we are making 75% Halloween discount! Don't be scared - fair
price to spend couple of hours matching cells!

Enjoy the holiday!. New title released - Miko Mole!:
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Hi everyone,

We have just released a new title - Miko Mole!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/473480

This is a great game that includes:

Trading Cards
Steam Achievements
Localized into several languages
15% discount for a week!
And many more!

Hurry up to get it!. New title placed on Greenlight! - Rescue Team 5:
Hi everybody,

we have placed one of the latest titles on Greenlight:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=515745207

Please, come in and vote for if you like it.

This title is totally new and not presented yet anywhere, so, hot-hot!

Thanks for your support!. New title placed on Greenlight!:
Hi everybody,

We have started adding new titles to the store and really need your help with you votes. The first title has been added to
Greenlight:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=487199694

This game is called Meridian: Age of Invention.

Please, upvote for this game is you like it and would like to see it at the store!

Thanks for your help!
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